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TONE IN THE MAKONDE DIALECTS: CHIMAHUT A *

David Odden
The Ohio State University

This paper expands the descriptive study of tone in the Makonde dialects,
started in Odden [1990], by studying the Chimahuta dialect. Like the
Chimaraba dialect and a number of closely related Bantu languages of
Southern Tanzania, Chimahuta verbs lack lexical tone properties, and all
tones appearing on the surface in verbs arise as a consequence of rules of
tone insertion, docking, spreading, and deletion.

1. Introduction

The first paper in this series [Odden 1990] presents an account of tone in the
Chimaraba dialect of Makonde. The present paper continues the analysis of
Makonde by sketching the tonal grammar of the Chimahuta dialect. We will
discover that the Chimahuta dialect uses the same fundamental tonal rules and
representations as the Chimaraba dialect, with some interesting areas of
divergence. There are various lexical, segmental and morphological differences
between the dialects, and not surprisingly, tonal differences. §2 lays out the
tonology of the verb, and §3 discusses sentence-level tonology in this dialect.
We begin with a summary of the earlier analysis of Chimaraba given in Odden
[1990], focusing on the features in common between the dialects, which will form
the foundation for the present analysis of Chimahuta. First, it was shown that the
final syllable of every word is extraprosodic, and with the exception of a single
tense, rules never assign tone to, or even see, the final syllable at the word-level.
Stress and noncontrastive (but linguistically significant) vowel length are
* An earlier version of this paper was presented at the 20th African Linguistics Conference at the
University of Illinois in April 1989. Data for this paper was gathered at the University of Dar es
Salaam in Summer 1988 primarily from Weston Hamisi, with the support of the University of
Dar es Salaam and a Fulbright grant.
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automatically assigned to the penultimate syllable of all words. The following rule
assigns a second mora to stressed syllables.
(1)

Stress Lengthening
[+stress]
0"

o~

I
I
Il

Only the stress of the last word in an utterance is phonetically realized in connected
speech, so we assume that medial stresses are either severely reduced or eliminated
altogether.
Verbs have no lexical tone contrasts, and any tones appearing at the surface are
assigned by rule. Every verb stem is assigned a single floating H tone by a rule
which occurs in both of the dialects surveyed as well as in a number of related
Bantu languages (Kimatuumbi, Yao, Kikuria).

(2)

Stem H Insertion

o~

H / [STEM-]

The stem H is then mapped to the penultimate syllable by one of three rules. Two
of these rules, Stem Mapping and Future Negative Mapping, are morphologically
conditioned and only apply in specified tenses. These two rules apply prior to the
addition of the second mora to the stressed penult, so that the H mapped to the
penultimate syllable by these rules will surface as a falling tone. An example in
Chimaraba is vakateleeka 'if they cook'. The third tone docking rule, Default
Docking, assigns any remaining free H's to the penultimate, but that rule applies
after stress-induced lengthening, hence we find a rising tone on the surface, viz.
tunateleeka 'we will cook'.
A second H tone, which originates from within the verbal prefixes, may appear
at the left edge of the verb stem. Certain prefixes, such as the far past prefix ni,
have a H tone, which shifts under the right conditions to the left edge of the verb
stem by the rule Shift to Stem. By this shift, nni [chiteleeka becomes
nnichiteleeka 'I cooked it'. The shifted stem-initial H tone may then undergo
Tone Doubling, so intermediate nnivafukuzilla (from nnivafukuzilla by Shift to
Stem) surfaces as nnivcffl1kuzilJa 'I chased them'. Whenever two adjacent
syllables bear H tones, the second loses its H tone by Meeussen's Rule, so
underlying amHiima becomes analiima 'he will cultivate'. Finally, subject to
morphological restrictions, a H spreads maximally rightward by the rule Rightward
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Spreading, providing there is a following H, whereby underlying kutelekelaana
becomes kuteIekelaana 'to cook for each other'.
At the sentence level, we find that certain verb tenses assign a H tone to the
leftmost syllable of the following noun, providing there is a H tone after the verb.
This H then spreads by Rightward Shift, so niyumite' chikalaango becomes
niyumite chikalaango 'I bought a vegetable pot'. Certain nominal constructions
(possessives and WH-modifiers) cause deletion of H tones in nouns, and others add
H tones to toneless nouns: all of these tone insertion and deletion rules interact
transparently with the rule assigning H to nouns after verbs. Nouns which become
toneless due to their nominal construction reject the verbal H tone, just as lexically
H toned nouns do. Similarly, nouns which are lexically toneless but which get a H
due to their construction act just like nouns with an underlying H tone, taking a H
from the verb.
Much of this analysis given to the Chimaraba dialect also holds for the
Chimahuta dialect, but there are significant differences between the dialects. The
first surface difference between the dialects is that the Chimahuta dialect has no
contrast between rising tone and level H. Phonetically, the only opposition is
between fall and H. This is due to a late rule, (3), spreading H leftward within the
syllable.
(3)

Leftward Spreading
0'

A

~

...... JIl
H

In the course of the analysis, we will will find ample motivation for assuming that a
level penultimate tone derives from a more abstract rise.

2. Verb Tense

2.1. Stem tone assignment. The first tenses we will consider are those motivating
Default Docking (6). If we look at examples of the future tense with 1 and 2
person subjects, we find that the patterns are identical in the two dialects, with the
exception that where Chimaraba has a rising tone, Chimahuta has a phonetic level
H.
(4) Chimahuta

nnaa [Jya

'I will eat'
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nna [ sh66na

'I will sew'

una [ te166ka

nna [ ku + 1imilla

'you will cook'
'I will change'
'we will fry for e.o.'
'we will watch them'
'I will dig for you'

tuna [ ku + te1ekeela

'we will cook for you'

nna [ pindik661a
tuna [ ka1angiJaana
tuna [ va + 1661a

Chimaraba
nnaa [lya
nna [sho6na
una [ te1e6ka
una [ chi + teleeka

'I will eat'
'I will sew'
'you will cook'
'we will cook it'

Another context where Default Docking applies in Chimahuta is in the
formation of instrument nominalizations.
(5) chisuguHilo
chite1ekee10
chicheketee10

'thing for washing clothes with'
'thing for cooking with'
'thing for cutting with'

A different tone pattern is found for the instrument nominalization in Chimaraba:
there is a single H stretching from the stem-initial syllable to the penult,
terminating in a falling tone, as in chit616kee]o. There are two differences between
the dialects in the tone pattern of this nominalization. In Chimahuta, there is only
one H tone, but in Chimaraba, there is also a floating pre-stem H. Additionally, the
instrument nominalization is one of the categories triggering Stem Mapping in
Chimaraba (hence the falling tone), whereas in Chimahuta the instrument
nominalization is not a category triggering Stem Mapping. However, the Default
Docking rule applies to any H not docked by an earlier rule. The form of Default
Docking is thus identical in the two dialects, even though the class of forms to
which the rule applies may differ between the dialects.
As noted earlier, Default Docking applies after Stress Lengthening, so that we
do not derive a falling tone. The surface level H tone of nnash66na (rather than a
rising tone) is the result of Leftward Spreading (3).
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Default Docking
H'

I
I

Jl]

The underlying fonn is nnashoona, with no tones. A stem H is inserted by Stem H
Insertion (2), and the final syllable is rendered extratonal. The syllable sho is
lengthened, since it is stressed, yielding intennediate nnashoo(na)'. This fonn then
undergoes Default Docking, followed by Leftward Spreading (3), resulting in the
surface fonn nnash66na.
In the (positive) conditional seen in (7), there is a single falling tone on the
penultimate syllable. Again, this is the same pattern as was encountered in
Chimaraba, and it arises by application of Stem Mapping (9).

(7) Chimahuta
kama vakaa [ 1ya

'ifheeats'

kama aka [ sh60na

'ifhe sews'
'ifhe cultivates them'
'if they beat e.o.'
'if they cultivate for me'
'if we cook for e.o.'

kama aka [ 1a + 1iima
kama vaka [panyaana
kama vaka [ ngu + 1imiila
kama tuka [ te1eke1aana

Chimaraba
nikaa [ 1ya
aka [ liima
nika [ va + 1imii1a

'if I eat'
'if he cultivates'
'if I cultivate for them'

The remote past perfective relative clause verb tense also undergoes this
mapping rule.

welu unna [ va + limidiile

'the meat which I ate'
'the field which I gave you'
'the field which I cultivated for them'

inyama ituna [ telekeene

'the meat which we cooked'

(8) inyama inna [ 1ii1e
we1u unna [kw + ing'ii1e
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A number of other tenses undergo Stem Mapping, but also select a secondary steminitial H tone which obscures the tone pattern. These tenses will be discussed
below. We will account for the falling tone pattern with the following rule:
(9)

Stem Mapping

(applies in:

H'

conditional
subordinate tenses
subjunctive+OP)

I
I

11]
Stem Mapping applies to kama vakapanya(na)' to give kama va kapanyana ,
which later undergoes Stress Lengthening, creating the contrast between fall and
level H on the penultimate syllable. Chimahuta has no analog to the future
negative tense of Chimaraba, so the Future Negative Mapping rule required for
Chimaraba will not be required in this dialect.
2.2. Doubling, Meeussen's Rule, and Shift to Stem. We now return to the future
tense, selecting a 3 person subject prefix. This is a tense where Default Docking
applies to the stem H, giving a level H tone. The subject prefix also has a H tone,
which shifts by an early rule to the tense prefix na, and then shifts to the stem
initial syllable in the correct circumstances. l The parallelism between dialects is
maintained when we look at the relatively long verb roots in (0), which have no
object prefix. There is a H on the root initial syllable, which doubles to the
following syllable, and there is a level H on the penultimate assigned by Default
Docking.
(10) Chimahuta
ana [ pindikulapindiklilila

'he will turn repeatedly'

vana [ sliklimilaana

'they will push for each other'

(Chimaraba: vana [ telekelaana

'they will cook for each other')

The form vanasliklimilaana derives from vanaslikumilaana (ultimately from
vanasukumilaana). We rarely encounter a single H tone not followed by another
H, except in the last two syllables of the word where the final syllable is
extra prosodic, so we need a Doubling rule in Chimahuta, as we did in Chimaraba.
We also notice in (11) that when there is an object prefix on the verb, the object
prefix (which is in stem initial position) has the first H as expected, but there is no
tone doubling between the object prefix and the root.
IDetails of Shift to Stem will be considered in this section. We will see that the dialects do differ
in this rule.
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(11) Chimahuta
ana [ t6 + valangWa

'he will count for us'

vana [ ng6 + telekeela

'they will cook for me'
'they will fry for me')

(Chimaraba: vana [nJ + kalangiJJa

In Chimahuta, we must constrain Doubling so that it does not apply between the
object prefix and the root syllable. This can be accomplished by restricting the
leftmost syllable in the relevant syllable pair morphologically. The determinant
cannot be [+OP] (see (16».
We found that in Chimaraba, Doubling is blocked if the syllable which follows
the potential recipient happens to have a H. Hence, Doubling cannot create
adjacent H toned syllables. This constraint is lacking in Chimahuta, so Doubling
does apply to the four-syllable roots of (12), bringing together the root initial Hand
the penultimate H. Meeussen's Rule deletes the second of two syllabically adjacent
H tones (whether or not the moras which bear the H's are adjacent), so the
penultimate H is deleted.
(12) vana [ pJndJkuula
vana [ lJmllaana

'they will change'
'they will cultivate for each other'

vana [ pJndJku61a

output of initial mapping rules
Doubling

vana [ pJndJkuula

Meeussen's Rule

vana [ pJndiku61a

These forms contrast with the Chimaraba form vana [ JJmilaana, where Doubling
was blocked by the presence of a following H.
There being no further complications to consider in the form of Meeussen's
Rule, we will state that rule formally at this point.
(13)

Meeussen's Rule

H

~

0/H_

However, more must be said about Doubling.
Since Doubling can bring H's together to make Meeussen's Rule applicable,
Doubling obviously precedes Meeussen's Rule. This raises a question about how
we get the right tone in trisyllabic stems, that is, no penultimate H at all.
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(14) ana [ teleeka

'he will cook'

vana [ t6 + oona

'they will see us'

ana [ sh6neela

'he will sew for'

Consider the incorrect derivation for anateleeka in (15), where we apply the rules
in the correct order and derive a penultimate falling tone (* anateleeka).
(15)

H H
I I
anateleeka

Shift to Stem

H H
~I
anateleeka

Doubling

H

~

*anateleeka

Meeussen's Rule

In this derivation, Doubling spreads the first H to the leftmost mora of the penult,
and Meeussen's Rule then deletes the following H (within the syllable). This
would derive a falling tone on the penultimate syllable, whereas we actually have
no H on the penultimate syllable. The solution to this problem is to impose the
correct constraint on Doubling: in Chimahuta, Doubling is constrained by H
tones-H cannot spread to a syllable that already has H. The final version of
Doubling for this dialect is (16).2
(16)

Tone Doubling
H

r. . . . . . . .

)l

[-OP]

~

I

cr'

2As noted in Odden [1990], the expression (J' is a formal anomaly. On the assumption that tones
link to the mora, all syllables are literally "toneless", that is, not linked to a tone. This expression
must therefore be taken to mean "a syllable which does not dominate any mora which is linked to
a tone".
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The requirement that the focal mora must be in a toneless syllable also explains
why Doubling does not apply strictly within the syllable, for example, in kama
akash60na 'ifhe sews', to derive *kama akash66na.
To find further examples of the blockage of Doubling to H toned syllables and
of the application of Meussen's Rule to the output of Doubling, we consider the
recent past tense in (17). The data, hence the analysis, for both dialects are the
same (excluding the low-level rise versus level H difference) in relatively long verb
stems, where blockage of Doubling by H is not relevant.
(17) Chimahuta
ani [ tu + pilikanfila
ani [ Ii + sukuuma
tuni [ va + heeka
tuni [ teleeka
tuni [pindikuuIa

'he listened to us'
'he pushed it'
'we laughed at them'
'we cooked'
'we changed'

(Chimaraba: vani [ni + teIekeeia

'they cooked for me')

The dialects diverge in the treatment of disyllabic stems. In the Chimaraba dialect,
Doubling was blocked by the penultimate H. In Chimahuta, there is no such
blockage, so Doubling does apply and results in a structure which undergoes
Meeussen's Rule.
(18) Chimahuta

ani [ chii + Iya
tuni [ Wma
anii [ Iya
Chimaraba
anichiilya
tuniIiima

'he ate it'
'we cultivated'
'he ate'

'he ate it'
'we cultivated'

The form aniilya illustrates the fact that Doubling does not apply to, i.e. strictly
within, a H toned syllable, though it applies before a H toned syllable. This form
also undergoes Meeussen's Rule.
(19)

H H
I I
a nii Iya

Output of docking rules
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NA
H
I
a nii lya

Doubling

Meeussen's Rule

Chimahuta possesses a past progressive tense not found in Chimaraba,
constructed with the prefix na-, which has the same tone pattern as the recent past
tense. The subject prefix has a H tone which doubles to the following syllable,
providing that it is toneless (hence Doubling is blocked in vanaa1ya, which derives
from vanaa1ya by Meeussen's Rule). The penultimate syllable has a level H
deriving from Default Docking, and that H will be deleted by Meeussen's Rule if it
is preceded by a H, as in anaheeka.
(20) vanaa [ 1ya

nna [ 1aa + lya
ana [heeka
tuna [ i + chekeeta
vana [ te1eke1aana
vana [ ngu + te1ekee1a

'they were eating'
'1 was eating them'
'he was laughing'
'we were cutting it'
'we were cooking for each other'
'they were cooking for me'

We discovered in the study of Chimaraba that the stem-initial H tone of the
future and the remote past arrives in its stem-initial position by shifting from the
prefixes ni- and na-. The Shift to Stem rule in Chimahuta is slightly different. The
examples in (21) show that the H on the pre-stem prefix shifts to the stem initial
vowel only if the stem-initial syllable is underlyingly toneless.
(21) anaa [ 1ya
ana [ shoona
ana [ chii + 1ya
ana [ tu + 1001a
ana [ teleeka
anii [ 1ya
vana [ 1iima
ooi [ vii + 1ya
tuni [ va + heeka
ani [ teleeka

'he will eat'
'he will sew'
'he will eat it'
'he will see us'
'he will cook'
'he ate'
'they cultivated'
'1 ate them'
'we laughed at them'
'he cooked'
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These examples are similar to what we encounter in Chimaraba, except when it
comes to monosyllabic verbs with an object prefix. Where Chimahuta has
amichiilya, Chimaraba has anachiilya. The difference is quite simply that in the
present dialect, the syllable which takes the shifted H tone must be toneless,
regardless of whether that syllable is in an object prefix or a root. In Chimaraba, a
H toned object prefix syllable could take the shifted H, where a H toned root
syllable could not. The tone conditions in Chimahuta are thus uniform for both
morphological conditions.
(22)

Shift to Stem
H

.t:--. " .

)l

[)l

I
(}"

Finally, we account for the H tone which stands on the tense-aspect prefix in the
future with 3 person subject by shifting that H from the subject prefix syllable to
the tense prefix by the following rule. We will also apply this rule in the remote
past (anichiilya), where subject prefixes are uniformly H-toned. The sole
difference between the remote past and the recent past (anichiilya) is the
application of Shift to Prefix in the remote past.
(23)

Shift to Prefix
H
-1:.- --_
)l

)l

[+SP] [FUT, REM. PAST]

The form aniteleeka derives from aniteJeeka as follows. First, Shift to Prefix
gives aniteleeka. This undergoes Shift to Stem, resulting in aniteJeeka. Doubling
is blocked (since lee has a H tone), so Meeussen's Rule applies, giving the surface
form.
2.3. Rightward Spreading and Meeussen's Rule. Rightward Spreading is the
rule whereby a H at the left edge of a verb spreads maximally rightward to the
penultimate H (which was assigned by Default Docking or Stem Mapping).
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Rightward Spreading

This rule will apply, inter alia, in the infinitive if there is no object prefix. An
interesting difference between the dialects is that in Chimahuta, Meeussen's Rule
applies to the output of Rightward Spreading (Meeussen's Rule is fed by Rightward
Spreading), whereas in Chimaraba, Rightward Spreading counterfeeds Meeussen's
Rule. We will consider one of the examples of this interaction here. The infinitive
undergoes the rule Default Docking, and when an object prefix is present,
Rightward Spreading is morphologically blocked, so the penultimate syllable has a
level H tone, as seen in (25). If the object prefix immediately precedes the penult,
Meeussen's Rule deletes the penultimate H.
(25) ku [ 1;i + liima
ku [ tli + limiila
ku [ tli + telekeela

'to cultivate them'
'to cultivate for us'
'to cook for us'

But looking at the plain infinitive, we find that Rightward Spreading applies within
the stem, and the level penultimate H changes to a falling tone.
(26) ku [ chJima
ku [pl1mliula
ku [ telekeela

'to close'
'to breathe'
'to cook for'

As the derivation in (27) shows, applying Meeussen's Rule after Rightward
Spreading accounts for this change in the penultimate tone.
(27)

H

H

I
I
ku te Ie kee la

H

output of Default Docking

H

~I

ku te Ie kee la

Rightward Spreading
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H

~

ku te Ie kee la

Meeussen's Rule

The alternation between penultimate level H when there is no Rightward
Spreading and penultimate falling tone when there is spreading, can be seen in
another tense. In the past progressive "when" -tense, a H tone is optionally
assigned to the root initial syllable. When that H is assigned, Rightward Spreading
applies, inducing a change in the tone of the penultimate syllable.

(28) a. No initial H
pavachii [ lya
panichi [ suuma
patuchi [ te166ka
patuchi [ telekelaana

'when they were eating'
'when I was buying'
'when we were cooking'
'when we were cooking for each other'

b. Optional root initial H
panichi [ suuma

'when I was buying'

pa vachi [ imbilaana

'when they were singing for each other'
'when they were frying'
'when he was cooking for me'
'when they were changing for each other'

pa vachi [ kalaanga
pachi [ ngu + t616k6eIa
pavachi [pindikulilaana

The second type of context where Meeussen's Rule applies to the output of
Rightward Spreading is when the penult has an underlying falling tone, such as one
finds in the conditional. This ultimately will bring us to a further interesting tonal
feature of this dialect. The negative conditional is formed by adding a H to the
prefix -ka- of the affirmative conditional, and spreading that H to the penult. As
the data in (29) show, the penultimate syllable has no H. Segmentally, the positive
and negative conditional forms are identical. 3
(29) kama aka [ shoona

'if he doesn't sew'

kama aka [ la + liima

'ifhe doesn't cultivate them'

kama vaka [panyaana

'if they don't beat each other'

3The positive and negative conditional of lya are identical-kama akaalya 'if he eats; if he
doesn't eat'. In both fonns, the stem H is assigned to the prefix ka-, and addition of a second H
in the negative has no surface effect.
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kama vaka [ ngu + llmii1a

'if they don't cultivate for me'

kama vaka [pindikumaana

'if they don't change for each other'

This pattern of a prefixal H spreading to the penultimate syllable with an
underlying falling tone is encountered in a number of tenses, set out in (30),
primarily the negative tenses and the relative clause tenses which in other Bantu
languages have complex stem tone patterns.
'he won't plow'

(30) aka [ liima

vaka [

t6 + heeka

nika [ te1eeka
tuka [ chi

+ pindikuu1a

tuka [ pindikuJJ1aana
aka [ ngu + teIeketeIekee1a

'he won't laugh at us'
'I won't cook'
'we won't change it'
'we won't change for e.o.'
'he won't freg. cook for me'

ini [ ku + teIekee1a

'thing (C1.14) that 1 am buying'
'thing (C1.7) that 1 am reading'
'thing (C1.9) that we cook for e.o.'
'thing (C1.5) that 1 give you'
'people who 1 see'
'thing (C1.9) that 1 cook for you'

ingu [ 1ii1e

'thing (C1.9) that I ate'

chingu [ s6miile

'thing (C1.7) that I read'

ingu [ sllinisiije

'thing (CIA) that I sold'

itu [ te1eke1eene

'thing (CIA) that we cooked for e.o.'
'thing (C1.3) that I cultivated for them'

unguu [lya
chingu [ sooma
itu [ teIeke1aana
dini [kw+ iing'a
vani [ va + 1001a

uni [ va + 1imidii1e

The surface pattern found in this class of verb tenses is a H tone beginning with
some relatively leftward position before the stem, extending to the antepenultimate
syllable. This derives from assigning the stem H to the penult by Stem Mapping
(which normally results in a falling tone) and spreading the leftmost H up to the
penult by Rightward Spreading. Meeussen's Rule then applies to the output of
Rightward Spreading, as the derivation in (31) shows.
(31)

H

H

I
I
vakapindikulilaana

initial tone assignment
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Rightward Spreading

Meeussen's Rule

The last context within verb tenses to consider with respect to Meeussen's Rule
is the negative perfective. Here we find, limiting ourselves to longer verbs, that the
penultimate syllable has a falling tone. The antepenultimate syllable, but not
preceding syllables, has a H. Finally, the prefix ka has a H tone, which doubles to
the stem-initial syllable.

(32) nika
nika
tuka
nika

[ va + chapidiiIe
[ va + telekediile
[ pindikulileene
[ v8+ pindikulidiile

'I didn't cook for them'
'I didn't cook for them'
'we didn't change for each other'
'I didn't change for them'

This can be explained by postulating a H tone mapped to the penult by Default
Docking, and a second H mapped to the antepenultimate. Rightward Spreading
then applies, and Meeussen's Rule subsequently deletes the H from the second
mora of the penult.
(33)

H H

H

I
I I
nika va cha pi dii Ie

H

HH

I
/\1
nika va cha pi dii Ie
H

1\
H

Rightward Spreading

HH

/\1

nika va cha pi dii Ie

1\

output of docking rules

Doubling

H

/\

nika va cha pi dii Ie

Meeussen's Rule
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What confirms this analysis is the behavior of shorter verb stems. If the stem
contains fewer than five syllables, we find a different pattern. The relevant data are
given in (34).

(34) nika [ liile
nika [ ukille
nika [ chi + Iille
nika [ la + teleeke

'I didn't eat'
'I didn't leave'
'I didn't eat it'
'I didn't cook them'

The tone of the penultimate syllable changes from falling to level H or no tone, and
the stem-initial syllable appears to resist Doubling, all under what would seem to
be rather mysterious circumstances. In fact, these forms follow automatically from
the analysis already specified.
Consider first the form nikalateleeke in (35), with a penultimate level H and no
antepenultimate H. After the initial mapping rules, a H appears on the prefix ka
(lexically), on te (the antepenult) and on lee (Default Docking). Doubling then
applies to the stem initial syllable (Doubling in this dialect is not subject to the
constraint that the following syllable must be toneless), but the rule does not apply
to the penultimate syllable, since the syllable receiving the H tone must itself be
toneless. Then Meeussen's Rule applies to the second stem syllable from the left,
deleting the H of teo Since Meeussen's Rule iterates from left to right, the rule
bleeds itself, preventing the penultimate syllable from undergoing the rule at the
hands of the antepenultimate H.
(35)

H
H H
I
I I
nika la te lee ke
H
/\

H H
I I

nika la te lee ke
H

H

Doubling

H

/\
I
nika la te lee ke

/\

output of mapping rules

Meeussen's Rule

H

A

nika la te Ie e ke

Leftward Spread
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The fonn nikaukiile involves assigning H tones to each of the syllables ka, u,
and kii-the mapping rules give us intennediate nikaukiile. Doubling cannot
apply, and Meeussen's Rule deletes the middle H tone in the sequence, giving
nikauki1le. Leftward Spread applies to the penultimate syllable, giving the surface
level H. Finally, in the fonn nikalii1e, there is no stem antepenultimate syllable, so
the antepenultimate H cannot dock and is simply lost (by Stray Erasure). The
penult receives its H by Default Docking, giving nika1iile, but that H is deleted by
Meeussen's Rule, since the preceding syllable is H toned.
2.4. Other stem tone patterns. In the preceding section, it was noted that the
infinitive is a context where Rightward Spreading applies (except if an object
prefix is present). We have thus given an account of why there is a H tone
sequence in the stem, but we still need to have an account of how the first H tone
gets to the stem. We assume that the infinitive prefix itself has the H tone, and that
a rule shifts that H to the stem in the right circumstance. Relevant examples are
given below.

(36) k6u [ 1ya
k6 [ chii + 1ya
ku [ IJima
ku [ 1a + liima

'to eat'
'to eat it'
'to cultivate'
'to cultivate them'

The contrast to note in particular is between k6 [ chii + 1ya with an object prefix
and kuliima with no object prefix.4 The pattern of shifting to stem is simply that H
shifts off of the prefix to any toneless syllable, and it also shifts to a H toned root
syllable, but not to a H toned object prefix syllable. Perhaps this tone shifting is to
be accounted for by a separate rule. However, one might also impose the
appropriate morphological and tonal constraints on the Shift to Stem rule (22).
There is no evidence available which tells us whether there should be a single,
more complex shifting rule, or two shifting rules.
There is a periphrastic tense meaning "X has not yet V'd", which is based on the
unanalyzeable stem -nambi followed by what seems to be a variant of the
infinitive. The infinitive form of the verb always requires the prefix -ku-, yet this
prefix is not allowed in this tense, except in one fonn.

(37) nikanambi teIeeka
vakanambi 6uka
vakanambi panyaana

'I haven't yet cooked'
'they haven't yet left'
'they haven't yet beat each other'

4The fonn kuulya poses no problem-the final syllable is extraprosodic, so there is nowhere for
the prefixal H to shift to.
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akanambi ngutelekeela
nikanambi vaoona
*nikanambi kuvaoona

'he hasn't yet cooked for me'
'I haven't yet seen them'

nikanambi kuulya
*nikanambi lya
nikanambi chiilya

'I haven't yet eaten'
'I haven't yet eaten it'

The tone pattern of the stem is basically that of the infinitive: H is assigned to the
penult by Default Docking, and a second H appears at the beginning of the stem,
which spreads rightward by Rightward Spreading, causing deletion of the
penultimate H by Meeussen's Rule. The monosyllabic root lya constitutes a
particularly interesting case. When the monosyllabic root is not preceded by an
object prefix, i.e. when the super-stem is monosyllabic, then the infinitive prefix
must be retained. Secondly, and here the parallelism with the infinitive is
particularly strong, when the stem is composed of an object prefix plus a
monosyllabic verb (nikanambi chiilya), we find no H tone on the object prefix.
This is to be compared with the infinitive kuchiilya 'to eat it', where, too, no H
appears in the stem. The explanation given for this form in the infinitive is that the
infinitive prefix has a H tone, which would usually shift to the stem initial syllable,
but here shift is blocked by the underlying H tone on the object prefix syllable.
Meeussen's Rule later deletes the stem H. The same explanation holds for this
periphrastic tense, except that the infinitive prefix, along with the H tone which
sets off Meeussen's Rule, is later deleted.
The sentence-level tone sandhi behavior of this verb form is also parallel to that
of the infinitive. Utterance-medially, the stem retains its H tone only if there is no
object prefix (this loss of H is peculiar to the infinitive); the object takes an initial
H tone.
(38) kuteIekelana maloombe
kuvatelekela maloombe

'to cook maize for each other'
'to cook maize for them'

nikanambi vasumisa limbeende 'I haven't yet sold him the skin'
vakanambi telekelami maloombe 'they haven't yet sold each other the maize'
'I haven't yet cooked them the stiff
nikanambi vateleke ntandaasa
cassava porridge'
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This "not-yet" tense is not the only example of a periphrastic tense constructed
from an auxiliary verb plus prefixless infinitive. The future relative tense is formed
from the auxiliary verb lembela. 5

(39) inyama ingulembe kuulya
midi ingulembe suuma
mal6mbe langulembe teIeeka
mal6mbe langulembe vatelekeela

'the
'the
'the
'the

meat which I will eat'
ropes which I will buy'
maize which I will cook'
maize which I will cook for them'

The tone pattern selected by subjunctive verbs is controlled by whether an
object prefix or negative prefix is selected. If the subjunctive has no object or
negative prefix, as in (40a), the penultimate has a level H (and, as in Chimaraba, if
the stem is monosyllabic, the H is assigned to the word-final syllable). If there is
an object prefix (40b) or a negative prefix (40c), an extra H is mapped to the root
initial syllable. Rightward Spreading applies, giving a sequence of H's stretching
from the stem-initial to antepenultimate syllables. Finally Meeussen's Rule deletes
the stem H from the penultimate syllable, providing that the prefix H is docked to
some vowel, rather than being deleted (as it is in uniing'e).
(40) a. uu [ lye

u [ liime
u [ teleeke
u [ pindikuule
b. u [ nii + ng'e

u [ chi + suume
u [ chi + teleeke
u [ ngu + pindikuliile
c. unaa [lye

una [ liime
una [ teleeke
nna [ telekelaane

'you
'you
'you
'you

should eat'
should cultivate'
should cook'
should change'

'you
'you
'you
'you

should give me'
should buy it'
should cook it'
should change for me'

'don't eat'
'don't cultivate'
'don't cook'
'don't cook for each other'

Hence, uchiteleeke derives via Meeussen's Rule from uchiteleeke, the first H
being the floating prefix H of the "complex subjunctive" and the second being the
stem H, docked by Stem Docking.
SIn utterance-medial position, the word-final syllable 1a usually deletes.
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The tone of the present negative also depends on the presence or absence of an
object prefix. Being a noun-focal tense, there is also no pre-pausal form of the
verb. When there is no object prefix, there is a single H on the negative prefix kaand no stem H. When there is an object prefix, there is a string of H's from the
negative prefix up to the antepenultimate syllable.

(41) niH [ lya mal60mbe
tuka [ sumisa dinuutu
vaka [ kalangilana dinuutu

'I don't eat maize'
'we don't sell fried maize'
'they don't fry maize for each other'

'we don't see rabbits'
tuka [ va + ona vas6nguula
tuka [ n + yanikila dih60mba 'we don't dry fish for him'
vaka [ tu + leJekela ntandaasa 'they don't cook stiff cassava porridge for us'
The variant with an object prefix involves assigning the stem H tone to the penult
by Stem Mapping; Rightward Spreading spreads the prefix H up to the
antepenultimate syllable, and Meeussen's Rule deletes the penultimate H.
Explaining the variant without an object prefix is more difficult: we have to
explain both why there is no stem H and why Rightward Spreading fails to apply.
Since Rightward Spreading requires a following H tone as part of its conditioning
environment, we will simply assume that the stem H tone is deleted by a
morphologically conditioned rule.

(42)

H

-7

0 / [+present neg]
-op

Deletion of the stem H is sufficient to block Rightward Spreading.
A difference in tonal behavior between verbs having 3 person (singular or
plural) versus 1 or 2 person subjects is fairly common in Bantu languages and has
been found in a number of tenses in Makonde. Chimahuta also makes a more
surprising distinction: the form of the perfective used with [+ WH] subjects varies
according to the plurality of the subject.

(43) nnani a [ liile
nnani a [ limiile
nnani a [ teleeke
nnani a [pilikeene

'who (sg.)
'who (sg.)
'who (sg.)
'who (sg.)

ate?'
cultivated?'
cooked?'
listened?'
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'who (pI.) ate?'

vanani va [ limiile

'who (pI.) cultivated?'

van ani va [ teJeeke

'who (pI.) cooked?'

vanani va [ piJjkeene

'who (pI.) listened?'

Despite the otherwise peculiar conditioning factor, the tone patterns themselves are
clear. The simplest pattern is that selected by plural subjects: the stem H is
mapped to the penultimate syllable as a falling tone by Stem Mapping. With a
singular subject, we find that the stem-initial syllable has H tone, or, if that syllable
already has the stem H tone (aliile), then the subject prefix must bear the extra H.
In fact, no extra mapping rules are required for this form. We merely must assign a
H tone the 3 singular subject prefix a- in this context, and the rule Shift to Stem
will assign it to the stem-initial syllable, providing that syllable is toneless.
(44)

a. HH
I I
a Jji Ie

NA

H
I
a Iii Ie
b. H
H
I
I
a pi Ii kee ne
H
I
a pi

H
I
Jj kee ne

output of mapping rules
Shift to Stem

Meeussen's Rule

output of mapping rules

Shift to Stem

H

H
I
a pi Ii kee ne

"

Doubling

H

1\

a pi Ii kee ne

Meeussen's Rule
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There seem to be no other contexts where 3 singular and 3 plural subject prefixes
are distinguished tonally.
3. Object H Tone and Nominal Tonology
The first part of this section outlines the basic alternations encountered in nouns
preceded by verb forms which assign a H tone to the object. The second part takes
on tonal alternations triggered by various modifiers in the noun phrase, and the
final part shows how assignment of H to objects may be affected by the application
of the phrase-internal sandhi rules.
3.1. Meeussen's Rule at the sentence level. As was the case in Chimaraba, verbs
in certain tenses assign a H tone to the first syllable of the following noun, and that
H then spreads up to the first H in the noun by Rightward Spreading.6 This
situation holds for Chimahuta as well. However, rather than merely assigning and
spreading the H, we also find a categorial change in the surface tone of the
penultimate syllable, whereby a level H toned syllable changes to falling tone, and
a falling toned syllable loses its H altogether. The following examples illustrate the
tone changes in nouns preceded by present tense verbs with 3 person subjects,
which contrast with the isolation form and the form after a I person subject, which
contributes no H to the noun.
(45) miteego
nguteya miteego
ateya miteego
chibaanda
ngupyayi chibaanda
apyayi chibaanda
ungond66lo
ning'aka ungond66lo
ang'aka ung6nd6olo
litiiJj
ngulya litiili
alya litjj]i
uneembo
ning'aka uneembo
ang'aka uneembo

'traps'
'I'm setting traps'
'he's setting traps'
'hut'
'I'm sweeping the hut'
'he is sweeping the hut'
'kondoo'
'I'm hunting kondoo'
'he's hunting kondoo'
'fruit (sp)'
'I'm eating litili'
'he is eating litili'
'elephant'
'I'm hunting an elephant'
'he's hunting an elephant'

6The conditions, phonological and morphological, on the rule assigning that H, Floating H
Docking, are considered in §3.3.
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asumisa Jijamaanda
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'box'
'I'm selling a box'
'he's selling a box'

We know from the preceding section that Meeussen's Rule applies to the output of
Rightward Spreading, so the tonal change observed on the penult is as expected.
The derivations in (46) show how representative surface forms are generated.
(46)

a.

HH
I I
aJya Ii tii Ji

Rightward Spreading

NA

b.

output of Floating H Docking

H
I
aJya Ii tii Ii

Meeussen's Rule

H H
I
I
ateya mi tee go

output of Floating H Docking

H H

/\1

ateya mi tee go

Rightward Speading

H

/\

ateya mi tee go

Meeussen's Rule

The examples in (45) show what happens to nouns which have at least one
toneless syllable at the beginning of the word. In these nouns, penultimate level H
changes to falling tone, and falling tone deletes entirely. When the noun is
disyllabic and therefore has no syllable preceding the penult, we find a divergence
in behavior between level H and fall: H changes to fall as above, but fall does not
change.
(47) a. maaka
ninsumisa maaka
ansumisa maaka

'cat'
'I'm selling a cat'
'he's selling a cat'
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nyaama
ngusuma nyaama
asuma nyaama
b. see1a

ngusuma see1a
asuma see1a
ng'6uku
ninsumisa ng'6uku
ansumisa ng'6uku

'meat'
'I'm buying meat'
'he's buying meat'
'wax'
'I'm buying wax'
'he's buying wax'
'chicken'
'I'm selling a chicken'
'he's selling a chicken'

As we can see from the further alternation nivasumisa vang'6uku 'I'm selling
chickens' - avasumisa yang 'uuku 'he's selling chickens', the behavior of falling
toned nouns is not a lexical irregularity of the stem, since when some syllable
precedes the penult, their behavior is precisely as predicted, the fall being deleted.
The data in (47) can be handled with no further extensions of the analysis. In
the case of level H nouns (48a), which have a rising tone at a more abstract level,
the floating H contributed by the verb is assigned to the first mora of the noun's
penultimate syllable. The H of the second mora then deletes by Meeussen's Rule.
In the case of falling toned nouns (48b), the floating H docks with the first mora of
the penult, but that mora already has a H tone. Therefore, the Twin Sister
Convention deletes one of the two adjacent identical tones, effectively yielding no
change.
(48)

a.

H

H
I

asuma nyaa ma

underlying

HH
II

asuma nyaa ma

Floating H Docking

H
I

asuma nyaa ma

b.

Meeussen's Rule

H H
I

asuma see 1a
H

V

underlying

H

asuma see 1a

Floating H Docking
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H
I

aswna see la

Twin Sister Convention

There are two important constraints to be imposed on the sentence level
application of Meeussen's Rule. The first is that the rule will not apply to a stem H
tone which is not exclusively linked to the penultimate syllable. Consider the
following alternations.

(49) dimalapeende
aona dimalapeende
ding' a vaanga
aswna ding'avaanga
dis6nguula
aswna disLinguula
litikiiti
alya lltikiiti

'cockroaches'
'he sees cockroaches'
'dogs'
'he's buying dogs'
'rabbits'
'he's buying rabbits'
'watermelon'
'he's eating watermelon'

As we saw in §2.3, the negative perfective assigns a H tone to the antepenultimate
syllable, and that H may be deleted by Meeussen's Rule. It is therefore impossible
to constrain Meeussen's Rule across the board to the penultimate syllable. Such a
constraint must be imposed on the sentence level application of the rule.
The second constraint is that Meeussen's Rule does not apply to disyllabic verb
infinitive stems.
(50) kush60na

alinga kLish60na
kuliima
valinga kLiJJima

'to sew'
'he's trying to sew'
'to cultivate'
'they're trying to cultivate'

We would expect, based on the behavior of other nouns with a penultimate fall, to
find *alinga kLishoona (cf. alinga litiili 'he likes litili' from alinga litiilI).
Although we have no explanation for the problem at the present, there is a
significant difference between the infinitive and nouns like uneembo where
Meeussen's Rule does apply. The infinitive underlyingly has two H tones, a steminitial H and the H assigned to the penult by Default docking, hence kush60na
derives from kush66na-cf. kutelekeela 'to cook for'.
Finally, there are a number of nouns with penultimate falling tone which simply
are exceptions to Meeussen's Rule.
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din60ndwa
ala dln60ndwa

'tongue'
'he sees the tongue'
'stars'
'he's looking at the stars'

dimb60ko
a wala dlmb6oko

'lice'
'he's killing lice'

lileende
alya l1leende

'greens'
'he's eating greens'

lukuuni

'firewood'
'he's buying firewood'

(51) lulJimi
aona l6l1imi

asumisa l6k6uni
mawaangwa
apasu mawaangwa
midlidi
asuma mldlidi

'bones'
'he's breaking bones'
'ropes'
'he's buying ropes'

For almost all the irregular nouns with known cognates in Chimaraba, the
corresponding form in Chimaraba has a level H tone, which too is the tone pattern
of the infinitive in that dialect. Thus compare these forms with Chimaraba ndlldi
'rope', liwaangwa 'stone', luk66ni 'firewood', mb66ko 'louse'. Of the 16
recorded irregular nouns, eight have Chimaraba cognates with level H, and only
one, lileende 'greens', has a falling tone (and none has rising tone). Historically,
this exceptionality probably had the same source as the blockage of Meeussen's
Rule on the infinitive. Synchronically, these words are best treated as exceptions.

3.3. NP tonology. In Chimaraba we found that there were four morpho-tonemic
alternations operating at the level of the noun phrase. By one rule, a H tone
spreads to the end of the noun if it is followed by a demonstrative. By a second
rule, any toneless noun followed by a modifier in its phrase receives a H on the
penult. A third rule deletes H tones in nouns which are followed by [+WH]
modifiers, and the final rule deletes all H tones in words which precede a
c-commanding possessive pronoun, i.e. one in the same phrase as the pronoun.
Versions of these rules can be found in Chimahuta as well.
The first construction to investigate is the noun plus possessive pronoun
construction. In Chimaraba, we found that all H tones of the noun were deleted in
this construction, and a floating H was assigned to the final vowel of the word
before the pronoun. The pattern in Chimahuta looks rather different. As the
examples in (52a) show, if the noun has an underlying rising tone on the penult
(surface level H), that H appears to shift to the final syllable. If the noun has no
underlying tone, then one H is assigned to the final vowel. Finally, if the penult
has a falling tone (52b), or if the H tone appears before the penultimate syllable
(52c), then we find H tones from that point to the end of the word.
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(52) a. lipaahu
lipahu lyaangu
chilaambo
chilamM chaake
chikalaango
chikalang6 chaangu

b. ntandaasa
ntandasa waangu
likuungwa
likungwa lyaake
nankakataambwe
nankakatambwe waangu
c. nkwaanja
nkwanja weetu
ntollilo
nto1116 waangu
llngaavi
llngavl1yaangu
litlkiiti
litlkltllyaangu
dimalapeende
dimalapende jaangu
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'lung'
'my lung'
'world'
'his world'
'frying pan'
'my frying pan'
'stiff cassava porridge'
'my stiff cassava porridge'
'drum'
'his drum'
'spider'
'my spider'
'game'
'our game'
'sweet potato leaves'
'my sweet potato leaves'
'fruit (sp.)'
'my fruit'
'watermelon'
'my watermelon'
'cockroaches'
'my cockroaches'

Our account of this pattern is as follows: we will assume that the possessive
pronoun comes with a floating H which docks to the final vowel of the noun
preceding it. 7

7rn this dialect, the syntactic restrictions on placement of the possessive are more stringent than
in Chimaraba. The possessive must immediately follow the head noun of the phrase, hence the
possessive can never be preceded by anything but the noun. Consequently, we cannot tell how
these rules would affect non-nouns.
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(53)
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Possessive H Docking
H'
~] [POSS. PRO]

This rule directly accounts for the form likungwa lyaake in (52b).
The rule Rightward Spreading handles the examples in (52c). The final vowel
receives a H tone, which then triggers Rightward Spreading. Thus underlying
I1ngaavi 'lyaangu becomes 11ngaa vi lyaangu by Possessive H Docking, and that
form becomes lingaavi Jyaangu by Rightward Spreading (later, phrase-medial
stresses and vowel length are eliminated). The word-final H is not deleted by
Meeussen's Rule, since that rule only applies to H's linked exclusively to the
penult, at the sentence level.
The apparently problematic forms are those in (52a), where nouns with
underlying rising tones (surface level H) seem to shift their H to the final vowel.
The challenge, then, is to explain the contrast between nkwanja weetu and
chiJamM chaake. The crucial difference is the distance between the word-final H
tone and the H tone in the penUlt. In the intermediate form nkwaanja, which is the
output of Possessive H Docking, the first and second H's are separated by a mora,
whereas in chilaamb6, the two H tones are on adjacent morae. Therefore, we
simply require a rule deleting the first of two moraically-adjacent H's before the
possessive.

(54)

Possessive H Deletion
H

--t

0 / __H co]

[POSS. PRO.]

This rule differs (in addition to the direction and the morphological conditions)
from Meeussen's Rule in requiring the involved tones to be in adjacent morae,
where Meussen's Rule merely required the tones to be on adjacent syllables. 8
Nouns followed by demonstratives undergo tonal alternations as well. If the
noun has an underlying H tone, the rightmost H spreads to the end of the word
before a demonstrative. If the noun has no underlying H, a H is assigned to the
penultimate syllable, and that H then spreads to the right.

8These alternations also give us evidence that phrase-medial words are assigned stress and vowel
length at a more abstract level, even though the stress and vowel length are phonetically realized
only in utterance-final position, since the only way to sustain the crucial rise versus fall contrast
in the possessive construction is for there to be vowel length on the penult.
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(55) ng'aambe
ng'ambe yuula
ng'ambe yuuno

chikaapu
chikapu chiino
chikapu chiila
chikapu chaneecho
chinduuli
chinduli chiino

'tortoise'
'that tortoise'
'this tortoise'
'basket'
'this basket'
'that basket'
'that basket'
'cassava'
'this cassava'

nankakataambwe
nankakatambwe yuula
likuungwa
lik6ngwa Jjino

'spider'
'that spider'
'drum'
'that drum'
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It was possible to account for the added H found in toneless nouns in Chimaraba by
a more general rule, since a toneless noun followed by any modifier receives a H
on the penult in that dialect. However, in Chimahuta, the insertion of H only
applies to toneless nouns followed by a demonstrative, as the following examples
show.
'two drums'

(56) makungwa maviili
ntandasa wakun60wa
ntandasa wohew66he

'good stiff cassava porridge'
'all the stiff cassava porridge'

We therefore require the following rules, the first rule to assign a H to the penult of
toneless nouns, and the second rule to spread the last H of all nouns rightward.
(57)

Demonstrative H Insertion
[ +DEMONST.]
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Demonstrative Spreading
H
I
I
)l

...

[ +DEMONST.]

ro]

The final rule of NP-tonology is the equivalent of the Chimaraba rule WHModifier H deletion. In Chimahuta, this rule applies only before one morpheme,
ntaani, and not before other [+WH] modifiers (as was the case in Chimaraba).
'basket'
'what type of basket?'
'which baskets?'
'how many baskets'
'cockroach'
'what kind of cockroach?'
'box'
'what kind of box?'

(58) chikaapu
chikapu ntaani
chikapu chillida
vikapu vingaapi
umalapeende
umalapende ntaani
lijamaanda
lijamanda ntaani

The corresponding rule is therefore governed lexically, not by a general morphological feature.
(59)

WH-Deletion
[ro ... H

-7

0 ...

ro] [ntaam]

3.4. Object H tones and NP tonology. In this section, we scrutinize the
morphological and phonological conditions on Floating H Docking more closely
and see how that rule interacts with the phrase-level tone rules of the previous
section.
As in Chimaraba, the basic phonological condition on Floating H Docking is
that the word to which the H docks must already have a H tone. If this condition is
not satisfied, the floating H docks to the final vowel of the verb.
(60) awene kaanya
asuma linkungwa
avawala vanankakatambwe vakL11L1ungwa
valya mitandaasa

'he saw the mouth'
'he's buying a drum'
'he's killing large spiders'
'they are eating plates of stiff
cassava porridge'
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The morphological conditions on Floating H Docking in Chimahuta are similar
to those found in Chimaraba. In Chimaraba, the postverbal word must be a noun.
The constraints in Chimahuta correspond roughly to that constraint. We find that
the floating H is not assigned to the postverbal element, but is instead assigned to
the final vowel of the verb, in the following circumstances: first (61a), [+WH]
words do not take the H tone, except that chaani 'what' does not cause the floating
H to land on the verb; second (61 b), most adverbs do not take the object H,
although 'badly' and 'now', which seem to have the noun class prefix vi, do take
the object H; third (61c), the locative morpheme pa takes the H tone, but the
instrumental morpheme na does not; finally (6ld), prenominal demonstratives will
not take the object H tone.
(61) a. ate1eka vingaapi
ahena chikaani
ate1eke sangaapi
a101a kwaachi
vavapanya vanaani

achekete chaani
(nchekete chaani

b. aimba saana
aimba chiihi
aimba weeka
aimba chikadiiki
aimba vibaaya
ate1eka viino

'how many is he cooking?'
'when is he leaving?'
'what time did he cook?'
'where is he looking?'
'who (pI.) are they beating?'
'what did he cut?'
'what did I cut?')
'he really sings'
'he's just singing'
'he's singing alone'
'he's singing a little'
'he sings badly'
'he's cooking now'

achekete na chipuu1a

'he's looking at the field'
'he's cutting with a knife'

aJenje na vakuJiima

'he's talking with the farmers'

c. a10 pawee1u

d. avasuma avano vang'aambe

'he's buying these tortoises'
avawala avala vanankakataambwe 'he's killing those spiders'

We can account for the difference between the instrument and the locative by
according them different morphosyntactic status. If the instrumental morpheme is
a word, then it does not satisfy the minimal phonological criterion that the recipient
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word must have a H tone already. On the other hand, given the exceptional status
of chaani, and the unclear morpho-syntactic status of adverbs, lexical conditioning
may be required anyway. We will assume that a simple [+NOUN] condition will
suffice, pending further investigation of this problem.
(62)

Floating H Tone Docking

H'

[0) H [+NOUN]

Three constructions may affect the presence of H tones in a noun, where
application of Floating H Docking is of interest. The first is the combination of
noun plus a possessive pronoun, before which a H tone will be added. In
Chimaraba we found that the H added to toneless nouns in that construction
subsequently triggers Floating H Docking. In Chimahuta, there is free variation in
these constructions: either the postverbal H docks at the left edge of the noun and
spreads rightward, or the H does not dock to the noun and instead appears on the
verb.

(63) avawala vanankakatambwe vaangu 'they are killing my spiders'
avawala vanakakatambwe vaangu
ateleka mltandasa yaangu
ateleka mitandasa yaangu
vavalanga dikanya jaao
vavalanga dikanya jaao

'he is cooking my plates of stiff cassava porridge'

'they are counting their mouths'

"

Similar variation exists for toneless nouns followed by a demonstrative: the H
assigned by the demonstrative may trigger Floating H Docking, or it may not.

(64) avawala vanankakatambwe vaano 'he is killing these spiders'
avawala vanankakatambwe vaano
asuma lik6ngwa liino
asuma likungwa liino

'he is buying this drum'
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Since the two different H tones appear in different positions (penultimate versus
final), it is hard to imagine a strictly structural account of this variation, one not
invoking rule ordering. We may account for this variation by assuming that two
orderings are possible between the relevant rules: if Demonstrative Deletion or
Possessive Docking applies before Floating H Docking, then the later rule becomes
applicable; if Floating H Docking precedes Demonstrative Deletion or Possessive
Docking, then the floating H will not dock, since the noun will not yet have been
assigned a H tone.
The final rule, WH-Deletion, does not appear to allow any variation. When a
noun loses its H tone by that rule, Floating H Docking cannot apply.

(65) asuma vikapu ntaani
'what kind of baskets is he buying?'
amwene ung'avanga ntwaani 'what kind of dog did he see?'
asumisa lijamanda ntaani
'what kind of box is he selling?'
This requires that a single order be imposed on Floating H Docking and
WH-Deletion: WH-Deletion precedes Floating H Docking.
4. Conclusion
This completes our survey of tonal principles in two dialects of Makonde.
Given the similarities and differences between these two dialects, we are encouraged to undertake more extensive comparison and reconstruction of the earlier
tonal grammar of Makonde. Such a reconstruction would be of considerable value
in unraveling the complex relations between the various P-zone Bantu languages.
But a prerequisite to systematic comparative work on Makonde tone is the existence of descriptions of the relevant dialects, and three more dialects of Makonde
remain undescribed. Such a comparison must therefore wait for another day.
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APPENDIX 1

Paradigm-style examples of the verb tense are given here, including appropriate
stem-length, subject prefix, and object prefix contrasts.
FUTURE POSITIVE
1 subject

3 subject

Gloss

nnaaJya

anaaJya

nnachiiJya

anachiilya

nnaliima

analiima

nnachisuuma

ana chlsu uma

nnateIeeka

anateleeka

nnachiteIeeka

anachlteleeka

nnapi]jkaana

anapillkaana

nna va valangiila

ana va valangiila

'eat'
'eat'
'cultivate'
'buy'
'cook'
'cook'
'hear'
'count for'

1 subject

3 subject

Gloss

OP

nniilya

anlilya

nniviilya

anlviilya

'eat'
'eat'

them

nnHiima

anHiima

nnivaheeka

anivaheeka

nniteleeka

aniteleeka

nnichlteleeka

anichlteleeka

nnip111kaana

aniplJlkaana

nnivapindikuuJa

anivapindikuula

'cultivate'
'laugh'
'cook'
'cook'
'hear'
'change'

1 subject

3 subject

Gloss

OP

riniilya

aniilya

rinlviiJya

anlviilya

'eat'
'eat'

them

OP

it
it
it
them

FAR PAST

them
it
them

NEAR PAST
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OOiliima

aniliima

OOivaheeka

anivaheeka

ooiteleeka

anlteleeka

OOichiteIeeka

anichiteleeka

OOipilikaana

anipilikaana

001 vapindikuU1a

anivapindikuula
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'cultivate'
'laugh'
'cook'
'cook'
'hear'
'change'

them

OP

them
it

POSITIVE CONDITIONAL
(kama +)

1 subject

3 subject

Gloss

nikaalya

akaalya

nikachiilya

akachiilya

'eat'
'eat'
'cultivate'
'laugh'
'cook'
'cook'

nikaliima

akaliima

nika vaheeka

akavaheeka

nikateIeeka

akateIeeka

nika vitelekeela

aka vi telek6ela

it
them
it

NEGA TIVE CONDITIONAL
(kama +)

1 subject

3 subject

Gloss

OP

nikaalya

akaalya

nikachiilya

akachiilya

it

nikaliima

akaliima

'eat'
'eat'
'cultivate'

nika vaheeka

akavaheeka

nikat6leeka

akat61eeka

nika vitelekeela

akavit616keela

'laugh'
'cook'
'cook'

them
it
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SUBJUNCTIVE
2 subject

Gloss

OP

uuly6
uviilye

'eat'
'eat'

them

u1i1me
uchiliime

'cultivate'
'cultivate'

it

ule166ke

'cook'
'cook for'

them

Gloss

OP

uval616k6ele

INFINITIVE

kuulya
kuchiilya
kuliima
kuchishoona

'eat'
'eat'
'cultivate'
'sew'

kut616eka

it

kupindikuula

'cook'
'cook'
'change'

kuvatelek661a

'cook for'

them

kuchite166ka

it
it

APPENDIX 2
The rules cited above are recapitulated here, in their order of application.
(2)

Stem H Insertion

o~

H / [STEM-]
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(9)

Stem Mapping

(applies in:

H'
I
I
11]

(22)

Shift to Stem
H

.t:--_

11

---

[11

I

cr'
(23)

Shift to Prefix
H
{.-----

11

11

[+SP] [FUT, REM. PAST]

(42)

(1)

H

~

-op

Stress Lengthening
[+stress]
0-

I

o~

1
J

0 / [+present neg

I

11

conditional
subordinate tenses
subjunctive+OP)

185

186

(6)
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Default Docking

H'
I
I
).l]

(53)

Possessive H Docking
H'

Ii] [POSS. PRO]
(54)

Possessive H Deletion
H

(57)

~

0 / __H

(t)] [POSS. PRO.]

Demonstrative H Insertion
[(0 0

~ H

[ +DEMONST.]

I
I
).l ).l ]

Demonstrative Spreading
H
I
I
).l

(59)

...

(0]

[ +DEMONST.]

WH-Deletion
[(t) ... H ~

0 ...

(0] [ntaam]
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Tone Doubling
H
jl

[-OP]

~

I

0-'

(62)

Floating H Tone Docking
H'

(0) H [+NOUN]

(24)

Rightward Spreading

(13)

Meeussen's Rule

H

-t

0/H_
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